
  



 

 

Fateh Sagar Lake - Man made lake constructed by Maharana Jai Singh in 1678 dotted 
with hills and woodlands. There is a canal linking the two lakes via Swaroop Sagar &  

Rang Sagar lake 
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• Udaipur (City of Sunrise) is the capital of the erstwhile kingdom of Mewar, one of the 
oldest surviving dynasties in the world and was established around 1567 A.D. 

• The enchanting city of Udaipur is regal in historic splendor and immensely rich in 
heritage, myths and legends, culture and leisure adventure. 

• Surrounded with hills and mountains and the hotel sets on the edge of three lakes 
which leads on to a fertile plain - it is a truly enchanting city 

• Visitors are attracted by the lovely sunsets on the backdrop of the three interconnected 
lakes within the town – Fateh Sagar Lake, Pichola Lake & Swaroop Sagar Lake 

• Udaipur is also Known as the "Venice of the East“ and the "Kashmir of Rajasthan”. 

• Udaipur was named as World’s Best City for travellers in 2009 by Travel+ Leisure 
magazine 

• Located only 3 kilometers west of the city centre, Radisson Blu is close to many of this 
historic city’s cultural, historic and natural attractions. Discover ancient palaces, forts 
and temples, stunning lakes and wildlife reserves. There are also many fascinating 
museums and art galleries to explore, as well as diverse restaurants and shopping 

• The Radisson Blu offers 240 rooms and suites with spectacular lake, garden, Aravali 
hill or swimming pool views. Pamper yourself with Radisson Bathroom amenities, 
featured in all of our guest rooms 

 

 

 

Radisson Blu Palace Resort & Spa at UDAIPUR 
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DISTANCES 

Delhi - 663 km 

Agra - 637 km  

Mumbai – 797km 

Jaipur – 405 km  

Location of Udaipur 
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Lobby & Lounge Area 
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Double Deck Swimming Pool & Pool Side Lawns 
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Our Guestrooms 

240 spacious and elegant rooms including 8 suites. 

  Rooms offer amazing views of either lake, garden, aravali range 
or swimming pool. 

Elegantly designed with traditional Rajasthani décor featuring 
rich marble, wooden flooring and indigenous fabrics. 

Superior King 

Superior Twin 

Deluxe King 

Deluxe Twin 

Business Rooms 

Deluxe Suite 

Premier Suite 

Heritage Suite 
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• Accommodation with Indian opulence and modern touch to choose from 240 beautifully-
appointed guest rooms & Suites with exquisite amenities  picture perfect views of FatehSagar 
Lake and well manicured gardens 
 
•Amongst Graceful, Elegant & Rich rooms Guests can choose from Superior  rooms, Deluxe 
Rooms, Club Rooms & Suites 

Superior Rooms : Room Size: 33 sq mts.  135 

Deluxe  Rooms : Overlook the gardens and the Pool / Room Size33 sq 
mts.   

46 

Business  Rooms : Offers a wide panoramic view of beautiful Fateh 
Sagar Lake and Aravali hills /  

42 

Deluxe Suites : 70 sq mts. 8 

Premium Suite : Garden/ Lake View Suite /  Room Size : 70 sq mts.  
 

4 

Heritage Suite:  5 

Total 240 

Room Categorization 
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Food & Beverage 
 

Dining Outlets & Banqueting   

 

 

The innovative restaurants and bars at our resort serve a wide variety of international 
and Indian cuisine, with uplifting décor, warm hospitality and five-star service. 

http://radissonblu.com/
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Udaipur’s Largest Banqueting Facility 
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Banquet lay Out 
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1) Aravali :- 35,718 Sq. Ft.                                         2) FatehSagar Lawn :- 26,852 Sq. ft.           
3) Spa Lawn :-  13,015 Sq. ft. area                               4) Banquet lawns:- 4932 sq. ft. area 
               5) Pool side lawn  ( Front ) :- 9184 sq. ft.  &  6,775 Sq. ft ( Back area ) 

Majestic lawns 
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Overlooking the spectacular swimming pool, this is the place to be for enjoyable breakfasts, lunches and 
dinners. Choose from buffet for three meals a day, featuring myriad fresh and tempting Continental and 

Indian fare or opt for a delicious pre-plated or a la carte selection.  
 

Cuisine- Multi Cuisine ( Including Continental & Indian 
 

Opening Timing :07oohrs – 2230hrs 
 

Seating Capacity: 90 – 120 persons 
 

USP 
 

Fixed buffet station with elaborate spread and live counters. 
View of spectacular poolside. 

Outdoor seating. 
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Wok by the Lake 

 

Authentic pan-Asian delicacies prepared by our 

specialty chef using selected local and imported 
ingredients.  

 
Cuisine - Chinese, Thai, Burmese and Indonesian 

cuisines 
 

Timing : Lunch - 12oohrs – 1500hrs  
Dinner - 1900hrs – 2200hrs 

 
Seating Capacity: 35 persons 

 

USP 
 

The only Pan Asian restaurant in the city. 
Serve authentic Pan Asian Cuisine. 
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 Aagan Lounge 

Our lobby bar and lounge offering a 
picturesque view of Fatehsagar Lake, this 

sleek but casual spot serves variety of  
beverages, barbeque snacks and Lebanese 

Food in Evening. 
 

Opening Timing :08oohrs – 2230hrs 
Seating capacity: 30 - 40 persons Inside 

30 Covers Outside 
 

USP 
 

Beautiful view of Fathesagar lake. 
Serves live barbeque and Lebanese cuisine.  
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H2O 

Poolside Bar & Club  
This pool front bar serves creative cocktails and a 

wide selection of alcoholic and non-alcoholic 
drinks, as well as light fare. This is an ideal spot for 
refreshing beverages or snacks in the afternoon or 

a romantic evening under the stars. Enjoy DJ 
Nights on every Wednesday, Friday & Saturday 

 
Covers : 60 persons standing capacity 

 
USP 

Foosball and Pool table to play. 
Beautiful poolside view. 

DJ nights every Wednesday, Friday and Saturday.  
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In Room Dining 
 24 hours room service menu serve to all 240 rooms.    
Opening Timing :24 hours 
Type of service : A la carte only 
 

USP 
Wide variety of menu choices. 
Round the clock menu 

http://radissonblu.com/
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Alternate Dinning Venues 

       If You want to woo your beau, we have many  

private dining venues where you can celebrate a special 
occasion or just enjoy some alone time to help 

rekindle the sparkle. 

Beautiful view, an appetizing food prepared by your 
personal chef will begin a romantic tryst under the 

perfect sky.   

Feel the breeze while you are dining and cap the 
evening with the moon and the stars rendering 

maximum privacy and making it a unforgettable 
location to dine. 

 

VENUES 

Poolside 

Dome 

Spa Lawn Domes 

http://radissonblu.com/


 
 
 
Event Venues 
  

•Fathesagar Ballroom 
•Swaroop Sagar 
•Aravali Lawns 
•Fathesagar lawn 
•Poolside Lawn 
•Banquet Lawn 
•Spa Lawn 
•Dome 

 
 

Event Space  

 Weddings in India are an elaborate affair and here we try to create a everlasting experience when 

organinsing them .Feel like a prince /princess on the most special day of your life, be transported to a 

magical place where everything; including the ambience, food, arrangements ,music is planned perfectly and 

everyone is enchanted. 

 

      The ideal destination for corporate gatherings, planning sessions 

      and board meetings.  

 We offer meeting venues, from comfortable and casual to something a little more luxurious. From an 
exclusive high profile board meeting to an in house conference, we have the perfect setting at our resort. 

Unobtrusive service and professional expertise help to make your business meetings both productive and 

memorable. 
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Fathesagar Ballroom 
 

Our resort boasts the 6000 square feet Fateh Sagar Ballroom, the largest pillar less banquet hall in 
the city of Udaipur, accommodating 800 people for an elegant cocktail reception indoors. For 

even larger parties, this ballroom adjoins our Fateh Sagar Lawn: some 20000 square meters of 
carefully-tended outdoor space. Together these spaces can accommodate up to 1,500 for a 

reception or themed wedding. 
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Dome Terrace 
Dome is our premium outdoor venue  

situated at terrace having perfect view of 
Fathesagar lake. 

This venue is a premium location for wedding 
or gala dinner. 
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     The Spa     

  The Spa over-looks the 
beautiful Aravalli ranges 
 
  Array of treatments offered 
ranging from Ayurvedic to 
Balinese in 11 Specialized 
therapy rooms  

http://radissonblu.com/


Recreational Facilities 

       Radisson Blu has everything you need to stay refreshed, relaxed and totally in touch. All 
you have to do is have fun and enjoy your stay.    

SWIMMING POOL 

• Provides a delightful view of 
Sajangarh Fort and Aravali Hill 

• Two Level Pool with cascading 
waterfall 

• Surrounded by a lawn with a poolside 
restaurant and bar 

 

THE SPA 

• Unparalleled  personalized service 
and the very best contemporary spa 
treatments  to pamper and nurture 
the body, mind and soul in 11 
treatment rooms covering 945 
square  meters designed with 
contemporary splendor dedicated to 
essential relaxation 

http://radissonblu.com/
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Poolside is another beautiful venue which can be 
used for a gathering of 250 to 300 guest floating. 
This venue is ideally located and can be used for 

breakfast and dinner for any  

Conference or Wedding. 

Poolside Lawn 



Places of Interest       

 
City of Lakes, Udaipur has stunning scenery of rich India. Perched among the Aravalli 
Mountains & along the banks of Lake Pichola are Udaipur’s   
legendary Rajput era palaces.  The city’s rich culture and breathtaking beauty 
consistently draw tourists and celebrities  from around the world for weddings and 
events         
                 LOCAL ATTRACTIONS 
 City Palace Museum                                       Crystal Gallery 
 Lake Pichola                                                     Sajjangarh 
 Saheliyon ki Bari 
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Saheliyon Ki Bari  
(Royal Maids Garden)  

A beautiful garden with gushing fountains, dappled walking lanes and 
flower beds originally built for the 48 royal maidens to be a part of the 

dowry of the princess of Mewar.  

Timing: 0800 Hrs- 1800 Hrs 
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Maharana Pratap Memorial 

Erected atop Moti Magri (pearl Mount) near fateh sagar lake, is an 
impressive equestrian bronze statue of the gallant Rajput hero 

Maharana Pratap. 
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Sajjangarh Fort 

The Summer resort, Monsoon palace of the Maharajas, atop a hill overlooking all the 
lakes was built by maharana Sajjan Singh towards the end of the 19th century. 

Timing: 0800 Hrs-1800 Hrs. 

Entry charges  for Indian Rs. 10, Foreigner Rs. 80, Car Rs. 65, Auto Rs. 25, Two Wheeler 
Rs. 10 
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Chittorgarh Fort 
The fort is on a 280-hectare site on the top of a 180-metre-high hill, which rises 

abruptly from the surrounding plain. There are many palaces within the fort like Rana 
Kumbha Palace, Fateh Prakash Palace, Tower of Victory and Padmini's Palace, which 

are a must see for the tourists. This hilltop fortress of Chittorgarh epitomizes the 
romantic and doomed ideal of Rajput chivalry. 

The distance to Chittorgarh is 115 kilometers and takes about 2 hours to reach the 
destination. The entire visit to fort takes 1 to 1 ½ hour. The fort is open between 0900 

– 1700 hours 
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Khumbhalgarh Fort 
Located 80 kms north of Udaipur in the wilderness, Kumbhalgarh is the second 

most important citadel after Chittorgarh in the Mewar region. Cradled in the Aravali 
Ranges the fort was built in the 15th century by Rana Kumbha. Because of its 
inaccessibility and hostile topography the fort had remained un-conquered. 

 
It also served the rulers of Mewar as a refuge in times of strife. The fort also served 
as refuge to the baby king Udai of Mewar. It is also of sentimental significance as it 

is the birthplace of Mewar's legendary King Maharana Partap. 

The journey to the fort take 2 hours and it is advisable to wear flat or sport shoes as 
there is lot of steps to reach at the top of the Fort. 
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THANK YOU 
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